Examples of Transitions to Show Time

Today we ran many errands. First, we went to the store. Second, we went to the dentist. Third, we went to the laundromat.

This week in class, we studied many topics. Yesterday we studied transition words. Today we will study verbs. Tomorrow we will study adjectives.

In Computer class we answered the Advanced ESL blog. Then we worked on My Skills Tutor. After that we typed our paragraphs.

When we finish grammar and writing class, we will go to speaking class.

After we finish grammar and writing class, we will go to speaking class.

Before we go to speaking class, we will study grammar and writing.

We will study grammar and writing. After that, we will study speaking.

At 12:30 our grammar and writing class begins.

Our reading class ends at 11:55. From then until 12:30, we have a break.

From 12:00 to 12:30 we have a break.

In the morning, we study computers. Later, we study reading.

As soon as we finish computer class, we go to math class.

Soon after we finish writing the paragraph, we will talk with a partner.

We will study in the grammar and writing class until 1:25.

During reading class, we learned how to use a dictionary.

We began our day in the computer class. Next, we went to math class.

The math class begins immediately after the computer class.

In Room 214, Ms. Taylor is explaining grammar to the Advanced ESL class. Meanwhile, Ms. Christiano is explaining grammar to the Basic ESL class.

In Room 214, Ms. Taylor is explaining grammar to the Advanced ESL class. In the meantime, Ms. Christiano is explaining grammar to the Basic ESL class.